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Welcome 
Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us 

subscribers via e-mail 
*FOR YOUR EYES ONLY* 

*DO NOT FORWARD* 
 

UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE NOTICE 
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: The information contained in this communication is 
private, legally privileged and confidential information intended only for the use of 
registered Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us subscribers.   If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that the 
reading, dissemination, distribution, forwarding or copying of this communication 
is strictly prohibited and grounds for the immediate termination of the subscription, 
without the right of refund, of any registered subscriber who participates in such 
distribution, dissemination, forwarding or copying.  GCRU reserves the right to 
monitor the use of this communication, by whichever electronic means it deems 
appropriate.  If you have received this communication in error, please immediately 
notify us by e-mail to arrange for return of the message to us.  It is the intention of 
the sender of this communication to preserve all protections and privileges 
attendant to the enclosed communication.  Thank you. info@hsletter.com  
 
WARNING: Reproduction of any of the material contained inside, or any portion 
thereof, by e-mail, fax, photocopying or any other means, substantial quotation of 
any portion of GCRU, or any other use of GCRU by any person other than the 
registered subscriber, without the written permission of GCRU, may violate 
copyright laws and subject the violator to legal prosecution. Violations are 
punishable by fines up to $100,000 per incident under the US Copyright Act. All 
rights reserved. 
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-Gold(&mkts) Charts R Us- 
 

●●●● GCRU #430 on January 19, 2011 (in its 9th year) 
 
Welcome to Gold Charts R Us.  
 
It’s been a volatile week! Gold fell sharply on Friday but it’s rebounding today. Silver and gold 
shares have been similar.  This type of volatility is a sign of caution. It’s telling us that prices 
are uncomfortable at the higher levels, at least for the time being. 
 
Opinions are all over the place and this too is fueling volatility. We’re hearing more talk that 
gold is in a bubble and this could be the beginning of the end. 
 
On the other hand, our good friend Chuck Butler noted, quoting the GATA website… “demand 
for gold bullion has been unrelenting since gold’s price dropped below $1400 an ounce. We 
cannot meet all the inquiries we are getting, said Nigel Moffatt, Treasurer of the Perth Mint, 
one of the world’s largest gold refiners and distributors”. 
 
But still the price action tells the story. Sure, growing demand should drive prices higher, but 
often the fundamentals (like demand) and the prices are out of synch. And when push comes to 
shove, we have to go with the price action. The reasons why will always become obvious later. 
That’s why we have to trade based on what the markets are telling us, and currently they’re 
saying to maintain caution for the time being. 
 
Increasingly, an intermediate top is likely forming. This has yet to be confirmed but downward 
pressure prevails. During the past two weeks, we´ve been stopped out of our short term gold 
positions and four gold shares. So even though gold is technically trading in a sideways market 
and no concrete levels were broken this week, as you´ll see in this week´s tech talk, more 
downside action is likely coming. 
 
Plus, the U.S. Dollar has been volatile too. It´s influencing the markets, along with better 
economic signs, which is decreasing demand for safe haven investments. But that could turn on 
a dime and overall, the market is skittish. That´s why we´re not jumping in yet. We´re 
watching our key levels carefully based on these signals, we´ll take action and we recommend 
you do the same. 
 
Next week we´ll introduce you to one of our favorite gold timing indicators. It’s been quite 
reliable over the years in identifying medium-term trends. That is, trends that last for a few 
months. The bottom line, it too is warning that a steeper decline is likely. 
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Of course, this bull market in gold, and the other metals and shares has been extremely strong 
and unique. The fundamentals backing it up are so solid, we also have to keep an open mind. 
In other words, we may not see a lot of sustained downward price action. 
 
For this reason, we feel it´s important to briefly cover different aspects of what we call the big 
picture. After all, that´s the driving force behind gold´s bull market which has now been in 
force for ten years, and it´s why we believe it will continue in the years ahead. 
 
Ups and downs, and volatility are normal when mega bull markets like this one are in force. 
But before we move on to this week´s Tech Talk, let’s review one of the most important big 
picture factors driving this bull… 
 
 

BIG PIC: We all know that this economic recovery in the developed world is 
mostly based on unsound fundamentals. Massive spending and excessive stimulus have been 
the primary driving factors boosting the economy. 
 
But there has been a high price to pay for this recovery. It has come out because an unthinkable 
amount of debt has been taken on, especially in the U.S., the world´s largest economy. 
 
Consider this… 
 
In the US, it took nearly 200 years for debt to reach the $1 trillion level. It´s now near $14 
trillion. This happened in a relatively short time period and all US debt now amounts to about 
$250,000 per person, depending on the debt measure used. 
 
Is this health? Of course not! It’s historically unprecedented. Experts estimate that in about ten 
years just the expenses of the interest payments on the debt and Social Security will take up 
about 80% of all the government´s income. 
 
The other 20% will have to pay for everything else. And considering that 10,000 people will 
reach age 65 daily for the next 19 years, this obviously means huge debts for as far as the eye 
can see. 
 
In Europe, things aren’t much better. Debt ridden countries have been a drag on the Eurozone 
as debt continues to mount. In Japan, the debt situation is even worse. 
 
In addition, inflation will eventually result due to the Fed´s aggressive monetary policies, as 
well as the stimulus in other countries. In fact, this is already starting. Food prices are now at a 
record high. 
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Nevertheless, the global economy is recovering as a result. Even though it may not have a 
healthy foundation, based on the developed world, it´s happening and as an investor that´s 
what we deal with. 
 
One important factor, which could partially explain why this discrepancy is currently taking 
place is because big changes usually end up taking much longer than you´d think. 
 
In other words, sooner or later the negative economic fundamentals (debt) are going to catch 
up with reality. There will be severe consequences. But again, no one knows exactly when 
that´s going to happen. 
 
The markets, however, will provide plenty of insight and we´ll take that, rather than the dozens 
of expert opinions out there. Since gold is a leader, it looks ahead. And this is one important 
reason why it´s been rising, and why it´ll keep rising over the long haul. 
 
 

Tech Talk:  Gold has not been able to break above the $1390 level with significant 
strength. This is showing signs of weakness, suggesting that it is likely poised to decline 
further before it makes a rise to test/surpass the old highs.  
 
Although gold was unable to break above the 1390 level, it has held above our $1355 support 
area. Nevertheless, it’s also potentially forming an H&S top, which would give us a downside 
target of approximately $1300. For this to happen, we would need to see a clear break below 
the Dec – Jan neckline, which coincides with the 1355 support we have been mentioning.  
 
This 1355 convergence is also the low area for the Dec – Jan downtrend channel, which has 
served as support during the past two months. A clear break below it would tell us two things: 
1) get out of your positions and buy more at a later date taking profits when you can, and 2) 
look to sell short to take advantage of the decline. 
 
Interestingly, gold shares have been leading the decline for gold since early Dec while gold 
went on hitting record highs. Even though gold rose to a new closing high at the end of Dec, it 
happened on low volume and the intraday high was not broken. This shift in volume was 
another sign of a possible reversal. 
 
Since Dec 31, 2010, when gold reached its record closing high, we have seen higher volume 
activity during dips and lower volume activity during rises. In other words the rises have not 
been strong enough to break above resistance levels which would take gold to new highs… not 
a good sign.  
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For the most part, gold shares did not reach closing record highs in late Dec and they are 
showing a clearer downtrend channel since the highs early Dec. This coincides with the weak 
rise gold had on the last day of the year when it reached a closing high.  
 
The Gold Stock Advance/Decline line is also showing strong resistance that has not been 
broken during the past month or so, and it is not looking like it will in the weeks or months to 
come. A clear break in the Advance/Decline Line below 5331, would confirm the decline 
we’ve been seeing in gold shares, which would be yet another sign leading the war for gold.  
 
The HUI Index is showing us similar action. It too has been in a steady and clearer downtrend 
channel since Dec. Two important supports were broken late last week telling us that the 
overall decline in gold shares will likely continue for a while. This does not mean that the 
positions that have been acquired recently are not good, as all of the indicators are showing 
that gold shares are actually oversold! This suggests that gold could rise in the short term 
before it continues to correct downward following its long non-stop that has lasted two years. 
 
All of this tells us that gold is poised to decline before it resumes its mega uptrend rise. The 
correction that we have been waiting for is occurring as we go to press. We have to take 
advantage of it by taking profits while we can and wait for the decline to complete or 
intermediate rises on the way down to buy more and gain on them. 
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What does this tell us? Wait to buy gold if strength is confirmed by breaking above $1390 
resistance level after a 2dc. Moreover keep a close eye on 1355 support level as a clear break below it 
after a 1dc would strongly suggest the downward reversal is in force and gold could then decline to the 
$1300 level or lower!. In addition, we would sell Feb gold short after a 2dc below $1355. Place a stop 
3 points above entry level and cover half at $1335.  
 
As a side note, the gaps that you see on the charts are weekly gaps, showing the advance or decline that 
happened during the week. This allows us to see the movement on a weekly basis more clearly.  
 
●●●● Golden regards from the Adens… Pam, Mary Anne, and Omar  
●●●● If it’s Wednesday, it’s Gold (& Mkts) Charts R Us 
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••Our Abbreviations: 
 
1dc = 1-day close (the share price 
must close above or below the 
indicated price level, before our 
recommendation is activated). 
2dc = 2-day close (consecutive). 
Bot = bought. 
CAD$ = Canadian dollar. 
H&S= Head & Shoulder. 
L/O/C= Line On Close. 
L/T = Long Term. 
M/T = Medium Term. 
N/L = neckline. 
P/F = Portfolio. 
P/O = Price Objective. 
Recom = Recommended. 
R/H&S = Reverse Head & 
Shoulder. 
R/S = Relative Strength. 
S/T = Shorterm. 
Sym/tri = symmetrical triangle. 
Tgt = Target. 
Unch = unchanged. 
Vol = Volume. 
Wk = week. 
Ystdy = yesterday. 

  



COMEX GOLD FEB 2011 FUTURES CX 15 WEEK
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Long at: Initial entry price 1387.70 (Dec 01-10)                        
Gamblers re-bought at 1396.70 and 1406.90; Traders 
rebought at 1412.20. 

Stop: S/T: stop triggered last week; M/T: 1 dc below 1355
Profit targets: 1425, 1440 &/or1469, 1509 

New Recom:

Comment:

8

Comex gold Feb 2011 futures Cx 480 min tick chart (all sessions)
Open trades: 

If long, be prepared to sell. If out, buy after break above Jan 
downtrend line 2 dc at or above 1390. Sell short Feb after a 2 dc 
below 1355, stop at 3 points above entry level, cover half at 1325. 
H&S top formation underway! A break below 1355 level would 
confirm H&S top which would have a down target of 1285 - 1300. 
Moreover, triple top (Nov-Dec-Jan) also suggests maturity. Look for 
the signs to sell short to gain on the downward  correction!  
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(SI2011H) N.Y. SILVER DAILY   1/18/11       C = 28.912
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Long at:
Initial entry price: 27.53 (Nov-11-10);  Gamblers rebought at 
30.704; others at 30.513. Took profits at  29.7 :)

Stop: S/T: at 27.80; M/T: 1 dc below 27.80
Profit targets: 32.50 &/or 33.75

New Recom:

Comment:

9

Open trades: 

Keep rest of position.  Place  stop at 27.80 to protect rest of position in case of a 
decline.  Buy again if dips and holds after 2 dc above 25.50, or if 2 dc above 30.  
Sell March short after 1 dc below 25.50, stop at 1.50 above entry level, cover half 
at 23. Silver shares declining to Nov lows, may be leading silver to a further 
correction. 
Not much action since last week as it is showing sideways activity. Barely broke 
below the Aug / Jan uptrend line which could be the start of a larger correction. 
Must be aware of the signs to protect profits and look to reenter at later dates. 
Spinner oversold at July levels which could also suggest a rise in the short term 
could be on its way.
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HUI GOLD BUG INDEX (INDEX) DAILY 1/18/11  C = 523.74
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Comment:
HUI GOLD BUG INDEX DAILY

Gold shares have been leading gold to the correction we have been waiting for! In 
the past weeks, our short term stop on gold and four of our stocks got stopped 
out, which is a sign that the correction is underway.This week HUI broke its Oct - 
Jan support level showing that it is poised to decline further. Not a good sign for 
gold or gold shares. Must keep tight profit/loss stops to protect your positions!
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GOLD STOCKS ADV/DEC LINE DAILY CHART 1/18/11  C=5340

Comment: Strong resistance formed on top side of Dec - Jan downtrend channel. Broke to 
new lows since Nov, a sign that a further decline may be on its way. On the other 
hand, a clear break above downtrend channel resistance would be bullish for gold 
shares.

Schultz Gold Stocks Advance&Decline Line (SGS A/D) daily chart:
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AEM -- AGNICO EAGLE MINES LT-DAILY 1/18/11  C = 70.12

GOLD SHARES
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Long at: Initial entry price 58.90 (Apr 16-10). Some bought a bit at 72.70.   

Stop: M/T: 1 dc below 67.95
Profit targets: 80 (if bought low) 88 &/or 89.45 &/or 92.50 &/or 94.80

New Recom:

Comment:

Agnico Eagle Mines (NYSE: AEM; Toronto TSX:AEM-T); gold: US$
Open trades: 

12

Keep your positions. All buy more if breaks above Dec - Jan downtrend line after 
1 dc above 76.

Strong resistance has been created at the top side of the Dec - Jan downtrend 
channel as it has not been able to break above it.  Also, it clearly broke below the 
Nov - Dec H&S top neckline and has failed to bounce clearly above it, thus 
creating an important convergence as the neckline meets with the Dec - Jan 
downtrend line. A clear break above this convergence would allow room for an 
intermediate rise. Spinner is in oversold.
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(BTO-TO) B2GOLD CORP DAILY   1/18/11          C = 2.43
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Long at: Initial entry price: 2.05 (Sep 22-10)
Stop: S/T: 1 dc below 2.35. M/T: 2 dc below 2.35
Profit targets 2.86 &/or 3.05 &/or 3.15

New Recom:

Comment:

B2Gold Corp (Toronto TSX: BTO-T); gold: CAD$

13

Open trades: 

Keep positions. Look to sell all after 1 dc or 2 dc (if M/T) at or below 
2.35 Traders: If out, wait to buy on breakout above Dec downtrend 
line 1 dc above 2.65 
Holding near important support at Aug - Jan uptrend channel. If clear 
break below support occurs, could decline further. Stop for M/T 
raised to 2.35 to protect profits. Also Symetrical Triangle formed 
between Dec - Jan downtrend line and Aug - Jan uptrend line. A 
break above the triangle would signal bullish activity and good time 
to buy at the 2.65 level.



(OSK-T) OSISKO MINING DAILY   1/18/11   C = 13.25
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DECOCT

Long at: No open positions, waiting for breakout.

Stop: Our ST & MT stops were triggered last week.  Took profits! 
New Recom:

Comment: Broke strong support levels below 13.35 and below Jul - Jan uptrend line; weak 
sign, especially if closes below last weeks low. Currently, however, it could 
bounce up first as it's now holding at support and it held at the low side of 
downtrend channel. 

14

Osisko Mining (Toronto TSX: OK-T); gold: CAD$
Open trades: 

Look to reenter if Dec - Jan downtrend line is broken after a 2 dc above 15.



(EGU-T) EUROPEAN GOLDFIELDS DAILY 1/18/11  C = 14.88
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Comment: Took profits! No open positions, but waiting to buy. Nov downtrend being tested 
but still intact. Spinner now rising. Buy again on 1 dc above Nov high resistance 
level at 15.82  

European Goldfields (Toronto TSX: EGU-T; LSE: EGU); gold: CAD$
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(SMF - T) SEMAFO DAILY  1/18/11       C = 10.79
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Long at: No open positions; waiting to buy.

Stop: Exited vía profit stop.

Profit targets: 14.50 &/or 15.65
Comment:

16

Semafo Inc(Toronto TSX: SMF-T) gold: CAD$
Open trades: 

A downside wedge is still forming. Look to re enter if breaks clearly above the 
Dec downtrend line after a 2 dc above 12.
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(SVM -T) SILVERCORP METALS  DAILY 1/18/11  C = 10.92
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Open Trades:

Comment:

17

M/T stops triggered this week.
Silvercorp Metals (Toronto TSX: SVM-T) silver/lead/zinc: CAD$

Declining steadily within Dec downtrend. Broke below Nov support level but 
now holding. Keep on eye on this support at 10. Re enter after Dec downtrend is 
clearly broken on a 2 dc above 12. 
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(SLW) SILVER WHEATON CORP DAILY  1/18/11   C = 32.75
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Long at:
Initial entry price: 15.84 (Feb-17-10) Some re-bought at 38.42 
and at 36 or 36.75

Stop: M/T: 2 dc below 30.50.
Profit targets: 42.50 &/or 45.80 &/or 48.50. 

New Recom:

Comment:

18

Silver Wheaton  (NYSE: SLW; Toronto TSX: SLW-T) silver/gold: US$
Open trades: 

Broke below lower side of Dec downtrend channel. Not a good sign of strenght. 
But it may be bottoming if holds at Nov support and Sept - Jan uptrend. If so, it is 
likely a good time to buy as Spinner is oversold and therefore showing that a 
short rise is due.

If long, keep positions. Traders look to buy after a break above Jan downtrend 
line on a 1 dc above 36 or after a dip that holds a 2 dc above 31 for a possible 
short term rise. All others wait to reenter after a break 1 dc above Dec downtrend 
line at 39.50



(TMM - V) TIMMINS GOLD CORP DAILY 1/18/11       C = 2.37
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Long at: Initial entry price: 1.88 (Aug-16-10).                                         
Gamblers re-bought at 2.56 and 2.73

Stop: S/T: 1 dc below 2.20. M/T: 1 dc below 1.95
Profit targets: 2.75 &/or 3.10

New Recom:

Comment:

19

Open trades: 

Keep positions. Traders buy after 1 dc above 2.60 or after a dip that holds a 2 dc 
above 2.20. All others buy after 1 dc above resistance at 2.75. 
Not much action this past week. Has found support at the bottom side of the Dec 
downtrend channel and still holding at the Nov uptrend channel forming a 
symetrical triangle for January. A clear break above the Jan downtrend line at 
2.60 would be very bullish. Spinner is oversold and it could be a sign of 
upcoming strength. 

Timmins Gold Corp  (Toronto TSXV: TMM-V) gold: CAD$
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(UXG) US GOLD CORP   1/18/11   C = 7.29
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Long at: Initial entry price: 5.42 (Sep-22-10). Some rebought at 7.50 
Stop: S/T 1 dc below 6.85 M/T: 1 dc below 6.55.
Profit targets: 7.87 &/or 8.56 &/or 8.94.

New Recom:

Comment:

20

Keep positions. If out, wait for break of Jan downtrend line after a 1 dc above 
7.85.
Possible H&S top forming with downside target of 6. Must wait for break below 
neckline support to confirm formation. Likewise, a symetrical triangle has formed 
and a break above the Jan downtrend line at 7.60 would confirm bullish activity. 
Spinner looking oversold but keep eye on possible H&S top. Look at gold as a 
guide as it clearly has been following its pattern.

US Gold Corp (Amex: UXG, Toronto TSX: UXG-T) gold&silver: US$
Open trades: 

A S O N D J



FUTURES

(CL2011G) LIGHT CRUDE OIL-11F-DAILY 1/18/11  C = 91.25
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Long at: 91.07 (Dec 23rd). Some bought at 89.
Stop: S/T: 1 dc below 87; M/T: 1 dc below 86. 
Profit targets: 94.50 &/or 98.50

New Recom:

Comment:

21

Reached an 8 month high on 91.86. Creating new S/T support above 88 level. 
Still rising steadily within Nov uptrend channel and forming mini Cup & Handle 
with an upside target of 94.50. Ride the bull!

Crude Oil NY Feb 2011 futures - daily chart:
Open trades: 

Keep positions. If out, it's not too late to buy!
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(SP2011H) S&P 500 INDEX -11H-DAILY  1/18/11  C = 1291
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Long at:
Initial entry price: 1227.90 (Dec-09-10). Traders re-bought March 
at 1238.40, 1249.80 and 1283.

Stop: S/T:  1240, M/T: 1 dc below 1240 (March).
Profit targets: 1280.00 (reached! :)) &/or 1300.00 &/or 1350

New Recom:

Comment:

22

Open trades: 

Keep positions. If you didn´t buy last week, it´s not too late. 

Currently near the top part of the Sept / Jan uptrend channel and at the middle of 
the Nov / Jan uptrend channel. Poised to break above top side of 4 1/2 month  to 
reinforce the stronger channel. Spinner still has room to rise further. Very strong 
above 1260. Keep your positions!

S&P500 Index March 2011 futures - daily chart
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(DX2011H) U.S. DOLLAR INDEX-11H-DAILY 1/18/11   C=79.195
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Long at: Entry Price: 81.10 and 80. 
Stop: S/T & M/T: 1 dc below 76.

New Recom:

Comment:

23

Keep positions. Look to buy more  after 1 dc above 82. S/T and M/T sell after 1 dc 
below 76. 

Nov / Jan uptrend channel formed. Looking bullish for the short term, especially 
by staying above important support at 78.50.  Spinner has room to rise. Keep 
positions. Buy more if Dec high is broken on 1 dc above 82.  

Open Trades

J A S O N D J



(PA2011H) PALLADIUM-11H-DAILY 1/18/11   C=812.35
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Recom:

Comment: Soaring rise poised for downward correction, which is why we are adding 
palladium to the list. Rising wedge is forming with a downside target of 690. 

Sell March Short on 1 dc below 750, stop at 3 points above entry level, cover at 700. 
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************************************************************* 
“When the Government fears the People, that is Liberty. When the People fear the 
Government, that is Tyranny.” - Thomas Jefferson 
 
●●●● NOTE: payments for GCRU services should be made payable to MAP 
CUSTOMER SERVICE. Quoting GCRU is permitted provided GCRU name, website 
address & subscription price are given.  
 
Fax subscribers please note this week’s password to access Schultz Gold Share 
Advance/Decline Line chart daily via our website is: (topping). 
 
•Subscribers can obtain free online chart updates for all gold shares in GCRU 
via: www.bigcharts.com. To view Canadian stks the following prefix must be used before 
the symbol: CA: (ie, to view Agnico Eagle (Toronto) you must use CA:AEM). 
 
•Note: U should NOT feel our recommended prices are set in concrete. If mkts suddenly 
feel hot or cold to U, or dramatic news occurs, U can buy or sell, or stop at slightly higher 
or slightly lower prices. It also hinges on your experience level. Some people can use our 
prices as guides & know when they can take bigger risks. 
 
Spinner: Spinner is an in-house momentum indicator (not always shown on charts). 
Momentum indicators use the rate of change in price to determine predominant energy 
flows. Spinner trading signals are generated when the faster timing line crosses above or 
below the slower confirming line. Upside crosses in the lower range of positive territory 
offer the most reliable signals for longs; downside crosses in the top range of negative 
territory for shorts. Avoid trading against the timing line, ie, buying/selling if the timing 
line is in corrective mode (against direction of trade) unless the confirming line is 
positioning for a new 'confirming cycle'. It's important to always be aware of location, 
direction & cycling phase of the confirming line. Spinner signals are more effective in 
trending mkt's than in trading ranges where indicators such as Stochastics & Williams 
%R should be used.  
 
Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us is published weekly. You may sign up for 3-mos at $300 
(€251), 6-mos at $585 (€489), 9-mos at $855 (€715) or 12-mos $1,110 (€928).  
E-mail: info@hsletter.com 
 

- DISCLAIMER - 
Due to the electronic nature of e-mails, there is a risk that the information contained in this message has been modified. 
Consequently Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us can accept no responsibility or liability as to the completeness or accuracy of the 
information. Whilst efforts are made to safeguard messages and attachments, Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us cannot guarantee that 
messages or attachments are virus free, do not contain malicious code or are compatible with your electronic systems and does 
not accept liability in respect of viruses, malicious code or any related problems that you may experience. Information in Gold (& 
mkts) Charts R Us is for general information only & is not intended to be relied upon by individual readers in making specific 
investment decisions. Appropriate independent advice should be obtained before making any such decisions. Gold (& mkts) 
Charts R Us do not guarantee or assure that readers will make money, or accept liability for any loss suffered by readers as a 
result of any such decision. Futures and share trading involves risk and is not for all investors. Past performance is NOT 
indicative of future results. Trading involves risk and should be pursued with risk capital only! 
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